
Happy Punter Announces $550M MEGA
Millions Jackpot Countdown

Happy Punter, a is offering full coverage of the upcoming

MEGA Millions draw with news, videos and social media

updates.

ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, December 16, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Tuesday's MEGA Millions

lottery draw promises the lucky winner or winners a record setting $550,000,000 MEGA Jackpot.

In addition to being the highest jackpot in MEGA Millions history, it's also the 4th largest in US

history. In the last draw that took place on the 13th of December the following numbers were

drawn: 19-24-26-27-70, Mega Ball: 12. In a span of less than one week the jackpot increased by

50 million dollars. Some have predicted that the jackpot might double by Christmas if no one

wins the jackpot by then.

Happy Punter Lotto, a is offering full coverage of the upcoming MEGA Millions draw with news,

videos and social media updates. The site will be revealing the winning numbers just as soon as

the draw concludes. Not only will you be able to check your numbers, the site also offers a

number generator that would choose the numbers for you.

If you wish to analyze past winning numbers to determine "hot" and "cold" numbers, the site

also offers an extensive lotto calendar, with results dating back to the very first MEGA Millions

draw. 

In addition to covering the MEGA Millions draw, Happy Punter's lottery calendar offers past and

present winning numbers for most major lotteries held in the USA and around the world. If you

are residing in the US, you can check for all winning numbers of games taking place in your

state.

About Happy Punter

HappyPunter.com is a new website dedicated to offering players “The Punter’s Edge.” Happy

Punter features Sports, Casino, Bingo, Poker and Financials information with the goal of offering

punters a one-stop-shop of useful information.
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